Figuring the Genius Loci in Virtual Reality
the place definitions of PLACEHOLDER . by Rachel Strickland . May 1994

It depends where on earth one goes. Experiences are said to take place. One comes to know a place with all senses
in concert and by virtue of the actions that one performs there, from an embodied and situated point of view. The
mind, observed naturalist Barry Lopez, is a kind of projection within a person of the place that person inhabits. “Each
individual undertakes to order his interior landscape according to the exterior landscape” [Lopez 1984]. The
environment for its part proceeds to record our presence and actions and the marks that we place there—this is a
reciprocal affair.
PLACEHOLDER was a research project that explored an unusual paradigm for narrative action in a virtual
environment. The geography of PLACEHOLDER took inspiration from three actual locations in the Banff National
Park—a formation of hoodoos overlooking the Bow River, a cave, and a waterfall. Three-dimensional videographic
scene elements, spatialized sounds and voices, and simple character animation were employed to construct a
composite landscape that could be visited concurrently by two physically remote participants wearing head-mounted
displays. Directed by Brenda Laurel and Rachel Strickland, the project was produced at Banff Centre for the Arts
during summer 1993, with the support of Interval Research Corporation.
The first part of this text appeared in “Placeholder: Landscape and Narrative In Virtual Environments,” a paper
co-authored with Brenda Laurel and Rob Tow that was published in ACM Computer Graphics Quarterly, Volume 28
Number 2, May 1994. “Troll Trials and Tribulations” was presented as a talk at Cyberconf 4 Art and Virtual
Environments Symposium, Banff Centre for the Arts, Canada, May 1994.

Geography of PLACEHOLDER: a schematic map
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Capturing the Sense of a Place
Most computer graphic virtual environments—and video adventure games in particular—that had heretofore fallen in
our paths consisted of synthetically generated scenery that comes from nowhere on earth. Even the flight simulator
examples with airport runways precisely dimensioned and positioned on geographically correct terrain models most
starkly emulated the world of cartoons.
One of our objectives with PLACEHOLDER was to experiment with portraying actual places—in the attitude of
landscape painting traditions or documentary cinema, for example—using video and audio recorded on location as
the raw material for constructing the virtual environment. It must be emphasized that we were not concerned with
achieving a high degree of sensory realism—something bristling with polygons and MIPS that might induce a perfect
audiovisual delusion of sticking your head in the “real” waterfall. No, it gets more slippery than that. What we really
set out to capture or reproduce is just the simplest “sense of place.”

Interstate Highway 5, north of San Francisco

Pacific Coast Highway 1, Mendocino County

Genius Loci
For one thing, there is the genius loci—a Latin phrase for the “guardian spirit of a place,” whose presence accounts
for the life of the place and determines its character or essence. Something like this ancient Roman concept is
common among indigenous cultures throughout the world. Architectural scholar Christian Norberg-Schulz, who
wrote the book entitled Genius Loci, proposed two levels of analysis for articulating the structure of place:
• Spatial Organization, or Knowing Where One Is Here. "Space" in Norberg-Schulz’s terms denotes the
three-dimensional organization of the elements which define a place. This organization may correspond
to landscape features. It may reflect early parcel subdivisions or transportation routes. It may be shaped
by local building methods, materials, and codes. It may derive from abstract geometric principles. The
spatial organization of the place influences how people orient themselves in this environment, how they
find their way around, how they avoid getting lost.
• Character, or Knowing How One Is Here. Compared with space, which can be mapped, character is too
comprehensive to permit succinct specification, and it is also more concrete. It is a condition of
atmosphere, weather, lighting, and the passage of time, as well a function of space-defining form. “Any
real presence is intimately linked with a character” [Norberg-Schulz 1980].

Umwelt
Another sense of the sense of place that influenced our designs for PLACEHOLDER is suggested by the German
word “umwelt.” The naturalist Jakob von Uexküll tried to imagine the physical world as lived and perceived by
different animals [Uexküll 1934]. He used the word umwelt to express the organized experience—or point of view—
unique to any creature, which depends on that particular creature's sensory and cognitive apparatus. Employing
virtual environment technology to explore alternate umwelten has been one of our irrepressible motives. The scheme
for PLACEHOLDER included:
• Experimenting with approximations of the sensory-motor experiences of non-human creatures.
• Experimenting with narrative strategies for supporting transformation, locomotion, spatial and temporal
discontinuities.
• Exploring concepts of space and time that underlie representation systems which have been developed by
cultures whose views of the world differ dramatically from our own.
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Bend, Oregon

Grotto Canyon, Alberta

Lake O’Hara, British Columbia

Place Recording and Modeling Techniques
The three locations selected for PLACEHOLDER—cave, waterfall, and river valley—asserted strikingly differentiated
characters. By matching capture and representation techniques to the unique qualities of the respective places and
by amplifying their contrasts, we hoped to distill distinct environmental caricatures. For example, it was determined
that the waterfall model should incorporate motion video to render the dynamic flow of the water. The sense of the
cave should be auditory rather than visual—a dimly illuminated quick sketch surrounding a lively array of localized
sound sources. Like a cluster of sundials, the hoodoo obelisks looming above the valley would cast dynamic
shadows and respond cyclically to the directional play of daylight intensity and color.
Our predilection for sampling and representing actual places rather than synthesizing environments from scratch was
reinforced by the collaboration of Michael Naimark. Techniques for constructing 3D computer models out of camera
originated imagery were based on Naimark’s previous experiments at the Banff Centre. One method involved
panoramic tiling of multiple video images onto a spherical wireframe. Another used the video picture as a guide for
deforming the surface of the wireframe model to approximate the contours of the original phenomenon.
Extensive location scouting and a series of preliminary trials reminded us that nature affords few landscapes of
sufficiently simple form to reveal themselves to a single point of view. Two questions that abided with us throughout
the process deserve further pondering:
• How to capture a place simultaneously rather than sequentially with a time based medium like video is—in
order to provide for more than one way of experiencing the representation of the place during a stretch of
time?
• How to capture a place from multiple camera positions all at once, and how to join the several vantage
points into a spatially coherent representation?
Traditions such as Chinese landscape painting, Impressionism and Cubism have experimented with a range of
strategies for integrating time and multiple viewpoints into the depiction of places. In the entire history of painting,
considering the many achievements that have been made by artists in the pictorial representation of light and color
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and texture, for example—it’s curious that the introduction of linear perspective by Brunelleschi and associates is the
sole development of this variety that has been consistently regarded in the category of scientific invention [Gombrich
1956].

Placemarks
Several years ago Brenda Laurel and I found ourselves along with Michael Naimark working on a video production in
Zion National Park. One of the ingredients that Zion offered for our videotaping was Anasazi petroglyphs. We
reverently regarded these evocative figures inscribed on the red sandstone faces of Zion as evidence of their
creators’ profound spiritual connection with the land. Once taping was finished and video gear had been packed to
go, that last Sunday morning in Zion we put on hiking boots and made our way to a particularly spectacular trail that
climaxed in the Angels Flight, where Brenda claimed to have spotted blue tailed lizards on a previous visit. The
steep, tortuous ascent that involved clinging to chains for dear life eventually terminated in a wide ledge that afforded
a panoramic view of just about everything. What arrested my attention more than the view was the graffiti. It had
spread like virus over every square inch of stone surface that human bodies could reach. All the inscriptions were
alphabetical, of course—just the rude monograms that a population of Kilroys leave to mark their excursions far and
wide.
The question that occurred to me just then was whether the impulse that motivates people to carve unsightly initials
on places might have anything at all in common with the impulse that produced those ancient environmental art
works we had been admiring.
Why and how do people mark &/or erase their marks on places? Had we overlooked some innate human proclivity
that deserved to be trained and cultivated rather than discouraged? The phenomenon of place marking—a form of
behavior that I’ve studied more carefully since that trip to Zion—yields promising insights about how people might be
encouraged to take action in a virtual environment. For PLACEHOLDER, the initial idea was that self-representation
of the participants would amount to the marks they leave on things. What would be the virtual equivalent of
footprints, graffiti, and shadows, planting flags on the moon or peeing in corners?

Lake O’Hara, British Columbia

Schooner Gulch, Mendocino County
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We came up with the idea of depositing interactive Voiceholders
around this virtual landscape as invitation for people to leave
Voicemarks—bits of spoken narrative that might be listened to
and rearranged by subsequent visitors. The places in
a voiceholder’s four activation states
PLACEHOLDER would thereby accumulate definition through the
messages and storylines that participants left along the way.

concept sketch for voiceholders

A concept found in fairytales and traditions of theater, the Magic
Circle is the primordial stage—differentiated from darkness by the
illumination of the campfire. Consider it this way: We spend most
of our lives stumbling around in the dark. Occasionally anyone
accidentally wanders inside a magic circle here or there where she
finds her bearings and things suddenly fall into place. Yet we can
never stay in such places for long, for they are not the end of the
journey.
For the virtual environment of PLACEHOLDER, magic circles
yielded a practical solution to the limited tracking range of the
electromagnetic position sensing devices. The ten-foot diameter
of the two circular interaction zones was determined by the
maximum reliable distance from the Polhemus receivers worn by
participants to the transmitters mounted overhead.
Participants were required to remove their shoes. Smooth river
rocks established perimeters of the interaction zones, supplying
tactile feedback that would prevent helmeted pedestrians from
going astray.

plan view of stage layout
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Troll Trials and Tribulations

The visual field, I think, is simply the pictorial mode of visual perception, and it depends in
the last analysis not on conditions of stimulation but on conditions of attitude. The visual
field is the product of the chronic habit of civilized men of seeing the world as a picture. . .
So far from being the basis, it is a kind of alternative to ordinary perception.”
- James J. Gibson, 1952

A peripatetic survey of streams and waterfalls in the vicinity of
Banff National Park eventually led us to Troll Falls in Kananaskis
Country. This summer surge of melting snowcap midst ski resort
satisfied several of our pre-selection criteria—its situation was
small, conceivable, noisy, and wet. Troll’s scale is modest
compared with other falls we had visited, and the form of
surrounding terrain is simple enough that you can readily conjure
up a mental diagram of the space with your eyes closed. Being
able to imagine a place in this way is almost a prerequisite for
imagining how to construct a model of it. A person can walk all
the way around Troll’s summer cascade—step right in if you want
a roaring shower. An easy trail to the site makes it suitable for
packing in video gear, yet visitors are infrequent.
The trouble with using a camera to capture a three-dimensional
picture of Troll Falls—like so many situations in the natural
landscape—is that this place affords no single position where you
can stand and see the whole thing by panning and tilting your
gaze. Winding contours and protuberances and depressions and
the trunks of trees interrupt sightlines at every turn. Miegakure,
which means “now you see it, now you don’t,” is a method
employed by Japanese garden designers to impart a sense of
vastness in small spaces [Higuchi, 1983]. Nature’s own propensity
for miegakure is well exemplified by Troll Falls. Compared with
expansive deserts and great plains, this type of internal and
intricately variegated mountain setting affords no stable backdrop
for the actions and episodes of animate creatures; here the place
itself seems more like the main event.

Camera A’s view: one frame in the tiled sphere

Russell stands in camera B’s position

Lacking an all purpose vantage point, Michael Naimark, software
engineer John Harrison, and I devised a scheme for recording the
site from three camera positions spaced far apart. These positions
were carefully selected so that the sum of their panoramic views
would yield maximum coverage of Troll’s salient features:

Statically framed view of waterfall from camera C
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Position A offered good visibility for videotaping the carcass of
craggy stone that hunches over this waterfall and collects the pool
at its base.
Position B backs against the stone hulk that encloses and closes
in on the space. Looking from this spot through the narrow
channel that lets the water out, you can catch a glimpse of distant
mountains, trees, and sky. A Hi8 camera mounted on a tripod
scanned the scene from each of the two positions A and B,
panning 360°, then tilting up and panning again to produce a
composite spherical image out of consecutive horizontal slices.
Position C, finally, provided an uninterrupted view of the waterfall,
at a distance that would let us frame the full extent of the plunge if
we turned the video camera on its side. We had already
experimented with texture mapping sequential video frames onto a
wireframe model, in order to render the dynamic flow of falling
water. We had found that cycling through sequential textures
imposed a severe strain on the Silicon Graphics RealityEngine2’s
modest allocation of texture memory. Considering the many
polygons that would be required for constructing the Troll Falls
model in computer space, we needed to minimize the memory
demand by limiting our use of motion video to the smallest number
of polygons that would represent the falling water. Everything else
in the setting would necessarily be rendered with static textures. BA
At rare moments when rain relented that month, the sun would be
in and out of clouds. Since we could not arrest the sources of
illumination and diffusion in their tracks while we pointed the video
camera in all directions and moved from one setup to the next,
speed was essential for achieving consistent illumination and
shadows.

Back in the studio, our next step was to select and digitize
individual frames of video from camera positions A and B for tiling
together in a 3-dimensional computer graphic wireframe dome to
create a panoramic surround. Waterfall patches and foreground
trees occurring in these views would be artfully erased from the
composite picture. A ribbon of dynamic water, snipped out of
sequential frames recorded from camera position C, would then be
dropped into the scene.
To everyone’s surprise, there were different preconceptions about
how the several points of view would be integrated. I supposed
that the near panorama of stone enclosure (from A) would be
nested within the far panorama of distant vista (from B). Michael
assumed that we would sew two halves together into a single
continuous surface and then “airbrush” the seam. Cathy
McGinnis, Alias|Wavefront artist for the Banff Centre who was
charged with constructing the 3D models, had never visited Troll
Falls. She instinctively proceeded to mount the frames associated
with the first two setups as if they comprised discrete images of
two noncontiguous locations, in two mutually exclusive spheres.

BB

This mysterious construction resulted from
the modelmaker’s attempt to align oblique
video image planes by eye while relying on a
flat display.
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Projection Molding (or Mashed Potatoes Stick to the Wall).
Michael Naimark adopted the phrase “mashed potatoes” to describe a technique of shaping the surface of the
wireframe to mimic depth cues in the image—such as shadow and occlusion—that have been texture mapped onto
this wireframe:
CA

CC

CB

CD

Several fundamental schisms in the territory of visual epistemology surfaced during the course of the Troll Falls
experiments. According to my architectural design methodology, constructing a virtual landscape has much in
common with assembling a garden in the backyard. Abstraction and style are axiomatic for architectural practice—
a process that focuses on the emergence of form through the arrangement of actual materials, not on fabricating
illusions of reality. My disposition favored experimenting with diverse paradigms for spatial representation, probing
the dimensions of style and visual ambiguity, extending the beholder’s share in the illusion. As a scientist, Rob Tow
held certain laws of optics and visual perception to be inviolable. Any deviation from “correct” linear perspective
was inadmissable to VR experience design in Rob’s view. As a cinematographer, I respond to the play of light on
things in the myriad shades and eccentricities that its occurrence manifests. Light is the phenomenon that I capture
with a camera. Rob echoed the opinion of nineteenth century scientists who had cautioned that landscape painters
should not attempt sunlit scenes. Shadows are a risky matter, for example, and video lacks the dynamic range to
reproduce high contrast scenes. “A little more poetry and a little less midday sun would do our modern painters a
lot of good,” wrote Ernst Wilhelm vön Brücke in 1877 [Gombrich 1956]. When I look at water through a camera, I
like to watch the shimmering patterns of individual droplets that would not appear to my unaided eyes without the
prosthesis of a fast shutter. Rob maintained that motion blur, produced by recording at a slow shutter speed, was
essential for insuring viewers’ illusion of flow. Brenda was persuaded that techniques borrowed from collage art
would impair people’s spatial abilities in the virtual environment. Both Brenda and Rob were profoundly dismayed
to learn that I was contemplating concepts from Cubist painting and miegakure.
The 3D modeling and rendering tools available in Alias|Wavefront architectural software proved ill-adapted to our
experiments with constructing landscape models from camera originated materials. Previewing and manipulating
one of these models was inordinately tedious at the rate of several minutes per frame required to merely look around
its projection on the flat display. No less arduous was the proposition of converting Alias files to MR Toolkit, in
order to inspect and test the model inside the VR helmet.
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Geometry Lesson. Next step, video frames have been de-warped to counteract spherical distortion produced by
the camera’s wide angle lens, and the faceted construction of the two polyhedral domes has been rectified:
DA

DC

DB

DD

Spherical Convergence Study 1. Views from positions A and B were projected onto domes of similar diameter:
DG

EA

DH

EB
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Spherical Convergence Study 2. This model used concentric
domes, with the foreground (from A) nested inside the
background (from B). The additional memory burden incurred as
a consequence of cutting out the picture along prominent
outlines in the scene drove system performance to a halt:

FC

FA

FB

Minimalist Test. In the interest of streamlining run-time performance, individual frames were pieced together in
Photoshop to create a single flat texture map—something like a Mercator projection of the world—that was pasted
onto the interior of a simple spheroid blob. With resolution severely compromised, the result resembled calzone.
GE

GA

GF

GB
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Default Position. One frame at a time—a single view from a
single vantage point. Technical difficulties and production
deadlines ultimately prevailed. In order to open PLACEHOLDER
on schedule, we were forced to abandon the Troll Falls model,
and reluctantly reverted to a classic picture postcard view—
singular, static, and 2 dimensional—of another waterfall that
descended in a different park. This Johnston Canyon scheme—
remains of an early study with Naimark’s projection molding
effect—used a vastly simplified model..

HL

HM
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